
FITNESS & WELLNESS



Take a deep breath and enjoy the soothing sound of the mountains. 
 

Wander through the hammam, sauna, and relaxation zone, admire the
breathtaking views of the mountains, enjoy the open-air swimming pool, take part

in a collective class with our coachs or challenge yourself in our 
200m2 fitness center.

WELCOME TO THE 
VILLARS PALACE WELLNESS & FITNESS
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1,2,3, Go! 
Your sports coaching sessions

SPIN&STRONG is an ultra-complete training concept that
alternates the two most important fitness activities: cardio,
on your bike, and strength training with free weights and
body weight. It is the mix of these two activities that will
allow you to burn between 600 and 800 calories per class. The
music, also created for this class, will undoubtedly help you
excel!

Spin & Strong

SPINNING is the indoor cycling program: you ride to the
rhythm of upbeat music. Take to the road with your coach,
who will lead the pack up and down the hill, on the flat, and
boost you up the hills.

Spinning
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CAF is a muscle strengthening class based on the lower body,
abs, glutes and thighs. Regular attendance at this class will
strengthen, shape and tone your lower body. Try it, you'll be
back.

CAF
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1,2,3, Go! 
Your sports coaching sessions

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING is based on the principle of "cross-training" essential physical qualities. The course takes into account the best

of physical activities such as weightlifting, strength training, gymnastics, athletics and weight training. This new combination will

develop all your fundamental physical qualities: strength, power, endurance, coordination and motor precision.

Functional Training

CIRCUIT TRAINING is composed of several workout stations to burn calories and tone your body. A group circuit workout that

combines three-dimensional functional movements and cardiovascular intervals, using your body weight and accessories. 

Circuit Training



Smooth and gentle
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MOBILITY PLUS, on relaxing music, the varied exercises will mobilize the joints, tone the
muscles and work on flexibility. A real moment of reconnection to your sensations.

Mobility Plus

YOGA is a class with relaxing and/or invigorating postures, breathing exercises,
stretching and muscle strengthening. Breathe in, breathe out.

Yoga

PILATES is based on the muscular gainage of the trunk, the work of the deep muscles of
the posture and the stabilization of the pelvis. Combined with breathing work, it ends
with a time of relaxation. Regular practice of Pilates will increase your strength
and develop flexibility in every part of your body.

Pilates

MEDITATION involves a series of relaxation techniques that, when practiced
regularly, have a calming effect. This mindfulness training has a positive effect on
physical and psychological health, helping to improve your mood and emotional
stability, while relieving physical pain.

Méditation
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Wellness Area

dive into our outdoor pool heated to 34 degrees for a
moment of pure tranquility with a direct view of the Swiss
Alps. Whether you enjoy swimming or simply relaxing, you will
enjoy a privileged moment in harmony with the sweetness of
life that reigns in altitude. 

Our swimming pool

Relax and enjoy the benefits of heat on your skin for a
moment. Whether it's to relax your muscle after a hard day
or simply to overcome the winter cold, this moment will be
the moment of your day.

The sauna and hammam
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Enjoy a moment of relaxation in our relaxing room with a
direct view of our beautiful mountains. Whether it's with a
good book or just for a power nap, this is the place for you

Our relaxing room
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Our price list

Season pass | Summer

CHF 1000.-

Monthly pass

CHF 600.-

Daily admission

CHF 80.-

Daily admission x10

CHF 720.-

Season pass | Winter

CHF 1400.-

Wellness & fitness



Opening hours
 

The Palace Fitness is open every day 
24/ 24h.

 
The Wellness Area is open every day

from 8am until 9pm.

Reservation
For inquiries or reservations, please dial the Spa key as indicated on your phone or call us at +41 (0)24 496 22 23. 

Reservations can also be made via email at wellness@var.ch.
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